About Informa Law:
Informa Law is a specialist legal publisher, dedicated to the field of commercial law, and home
of the flagship Law Reporting series – Lloyd’s Law Reports. We are part of Informa PLC, one of
the top 100 companies listed on the London stock exchange, and have a global office network
including London, Singapore (Somerset) and Hong Kong.
Since 1919 our customers have relied on our legal intelligence services to win more cases,
attract more clients and protect their business interests. Our collection of publications is edited
by great legal minds across eight specialist areas of commercial practice.
Bringing you specialist commentary, discussion and practical analysis alongside an archive of
case reports, Informa Law also delivers the news, policy and legislative changes that affect you,
your business and your clients. Online access is provided with all services on our i-law.com
platform, enabling you to access the latest information and significant archives any time of day
and on the move.
You can get more information about us by visiting our website: www.about.i-law.com
To Support the Law Society of Singapore on the SmartLaw Assist Programme, Informa
Law is offering special promotions on:


Building Law Reports



Lloyd’s Law Reports: Financial Crime



Medical Law Reports



Chinese Maritime and Commercial Law Reports

Building Law Reports
Building Law Reports contains a vast archive of construction cases dating back to 1976. This
unparalleled archive is added to continually with high frequency, fast reporting of legal decisions
across our Construction Law Reporter service and Building Law Reports, and includes our
series of online-early judgments.
Building Law Reports provides:

 Unique summary headnotes and keywords, providing you with a clear overview of the
case and its implications coupled with in-depth expert commentary and analysis.
 Our expert Editors include a current judge in the Technology and Construction Court, the
former Head of the Technology and Construction Court, and recent past Chair of the
Bar Council. This editorial team from the leading Atkin Chambers are embedded in all
forms of construction law dispute resolution and provide case selections from foreign
jurisdictions as well as English law
 Case reports that include full verbatim judgments which can be used in court to support
your argument.
Your subscription includes:


Online access to a forty-year archive
via i-law.com



Case reports delivered in hard copy (1 hard copy per order) and online format ten times
a year.



Bi-weekly Construction Law Reporter service delivered via email to alert
you to the latest decisions from the courts, edited by Professor Ewan McKendrick QC



Building Law Reports Plus - online access to the latest case reports before they appear
in the hard copy.



Annual bound volumes providing a permanent archive of all
cases published over a twelve-month period (1 hard copy per order).

www.about.i-law.com/construction

Lloyd’s Law Reports: Financial Crime
Whether you’re handling litigation or managing risk, Lloyd’s Law Reports: Financial Crime is an
indispensable tool. Lloyd’s Law Reports: Financial Crime covers all key cases in the sphere of
white collar crime, be that fraud, money laundering, cyber-crime and accounting offences.
Published 10 times a year, it includes:


Civil, criminal and regulatory coverage of cases put into context with expert reporting,
analysis and exclusive commentary



Cases carefully selected by Jonathan Fisher QC and an extensive expert advisory board



Must-know legal decisions on white collar crime in the financial services sector



Recent decisions in other jurisdictions, so you can compare the approach of other courts
with that of the UK



Access to reports from earlier years with an archive that goes back to 2008

Your subscription includes:


Online access to the first decade of our financial crime law reports via i-law.com



Case reports delivered in hard copy (1 hard copy per order) and online format ten times
a year



Periodic Lloyd’s Law Reporter: Financial Crime service delivered via email to alert
you to the latest decisions from the courts



Lloyd’s Law Reports: Financial Crime Plus - online access to the latest case reports
before they appear in the hard copy



Quarterly commentary on topical issues and trends arising from the courts, e.g.
unexplained wealth orders.

www.about.i-law.com/financialcrime

Medical Law Reports
Medical Law Reports is the most authoritative set of law reports on major medico-legal cases.
The editorial team from Serjeants’ Inn Chambers (headed up by Angus Moon QC) bring you the
most influential appellate decisions, and noteworthy first instance decisions on cases of clinical
negligence. Coverage also includes Court of Protection and mental capacity cases and those in
the frontiers-space of medical law including fertility, right to life, and end of life decisions. We
also have a body of employment/regulatory cases in the healthcare sphere. Medical Law
Reports are looked to by lawyers with clinical negligence caseloads, those looking for test cases
on obstetric harm and occupational disease, as well as lawyers pursuing ground-breaking
decisions through the courts.
Medical Law Reports provide:

 Unique summary headnotes and keywords, providing you with a clear overview of a
case and its implications coupled with in-depth expert commentary and analysis
 A stellar set of Editors from a leading chambers. The team includes Sir Robert Francis
QC who has led national inquiries in the UK.
 Case reports that include full verbatim judgments which can be used in court to support
your argument
Your subscription includes:


Online access to an influential archive dating back to 1989 via i-law.com



Case reports delivered in hard copy and online format ten times a year (one hard copy
per subscription)



Annual bound volume providing a permanent archive of all cases published over a
twelve-month period (one hard copy per subscription)

www.about.i-law.com/medical

Chinese Maritime and Commercial Law Reports
Informa Law are delighted to publish the English language edition of Chinese Maritime and
Commercial Law Reports. The reports were established in 2010 and we hold the full archive on
our i-law.com service.
The Reports contain key maritime and commercial cases selected for their importance and
topicality. They provide guidance for lawyers when advising clients on cases or contracts for the
region, with the Reports casting a light on enforceability in China. The Reports will be beneficial
for law firms with a presence in Asia, and those for whom China is a growing market.
A subscription provides you with:


Full text English language translation of Chinese Court maritime and commercial
judgments, Chinese Supreme Court replies, important legislation and decrees, judicial
opinions and lectures from Chinese judiciary



Expert case selection and translation by Editors-in-Chief Professor Si Yu Zuo, Former
President of Dalian Maritime University and Mr Philip Peng, Deputy-Chair, Maritime Law
Committee of the Beijing Lawyers Association



Coverage of maritime law, international commercial arbitration, sale of goods, letters of
credit, insurance claims, company and joint venture disputes, ship building, ship finance
and anti-monopoly law issues



Access to an archive of case reports, important legislation and decrees and judicial
opinions dating back to 2010. New issues are published on a quarterly basis.



This subscription is available online only.

www.about.i-law.com/maritime
If you have any questions about our subscription service, please contact us:
Eugene Tan (Sales Manager for Informa Law)
Tel: +65 6508 2428
Email: NgiapTong.Tan@informa.com

